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Turk    [AMT],    Clickworker    [CW],    and    Microworker    [MW])    to    build    
large-scale    machine    learning    training    datasets    is    both    widely    ac-
cepted    and    prevalent    in    academic    research    practice    [36].    What    is    
also    prevalent    is    academic    researchers    abusing    the    power    imbal-
ance    of    these    platforms,    leaving    digital    pieceworkers    [2]    at    the    
mercy    of    their    academic    requesters    [37].    Given    the    dehumaniz-
ing    title    workers    are    given    –    they    are    only    a    subunit    of    the    larger    
“crowd”    [41]    –    these    practices    are    not    surprising;    indeed,    while    there    
are    bad    actors,    the    distributed    nature    of    the    platforms    may    cause    
requesters    to    appear    to    enact    these    malpractices    out    of    misunder-
standing    more    than    malintent.    For    this    purpose,    we    propose    a    cover    
sheet    describing    precise    hiring    and    employment    practices    of    aca-
demic 1    collaborators    (or    “crowd    collaborators” )    engaged    through    
crowd-working    platforms.    The    cover    sheet    is    to    be    submitted    with    
the    publication    of    the    resulting    work    by    researchers    in    academic    
venues.    The    design    of    the    cover    sheet    is    inspired    by    the    Datasets    
for    Datasheets    project    [13],    to    be    required    by    academic    venues    ac-
cepting    the    results    of    crowd    collaborator    labor,    namely    machine    
learning    training    datasets.    As    Hießl    argues,    crowd    collaborators    do    
not    have    traditional    employment    contracts    to    rely    on    and    that    a    
new    form    of    contract    must    be    developed    to    address    the    complexity    
of    digital    piecework    [16];    we    present    this    cover    sheet    as    a    frst    step    
in    that    direction.    By    surfacing    this    information    at    the    institutional    
level    we    hope    to    1)    inform    requesters    of    the    best    practices    if    they    are    
unaware,    and    2)    certify    respectful    treatment    of    crowd    collaborators,    
especially    given    the    calls    to    substitute    digital    piecework    for    jobs    
lost    in    the    face    automation    [20,    29].    

Our    intervention    centers    academic    requesters    for    two    reasons.    
First,    we    choose    to    highlight    the    role    of    requesters    in    these    plat-
forms    as    the    power    balance    is    inevitably    shifted    away    from    those    
performing    the    labor    to    those    providing    it,    due    to    the    oversupply    of    

        
      

  

 

        
      

  

 

Towards fair and pro-social employment of digital pieceworkers 
for sourcing machine learning training data 

te of 

logy 

ABSTRACT    
This                                        
pieceworkers    ("crowd    collaborators")    by    reforming    the    handling    of    
crowd-sourced    labor    in    academic    venues.    With    the    rise    in    automa-
tion,    crowd    collaborators    treatment    requires    special    consideration,    
as    the    system    often    dehumanizes    crowd    collaborators    as    compo-
nents    of    the    “crowd”    [41].    Building    of    eforts    to    (proxy-)unionize    
crowd    workers    and    facilitate    employment    protections    on    digital    
piecework    platforms,    we    focus    on    employers:    academic    requesters    
sourcing    machine    learning    (ML)    training    data.    We    propose    a    cover    
sheet    to    accompany    submission    of    work    that    engages    crowd    collab-
orators    for    sourcing    (or    labeling)    ML    training    data.    The    guidelines    
are    based    on    existing    calls    from    worker    organizations    (e.g.,    Dynamo    
[28]);    professional    data    workers    in    an    alternative    digital    piecework    
organization;    and    lived    experience    as    requesters    and    workers    on    
digital    piecework    platforms.    We    seek    feedback    on    the    cover    sheet    
from    the    ACM    community.    

work contributes to just and pro-social treatment of digital

CCS    CONCEPTS    
• ; • ; •

KEYWORDS    
Platform    labor,    crowd    working,    Amazon    Mechanical    Turk,    comput-
ing    ethics,    crowd    collaboration    
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2022,    New    Orleans,    LA,    USA.    ACM,    New    York,    NY,    USA,    9    pages.    https:    
//doi.org/10.1145/3491101.3516384    

1    INTRODUCTION    AND    MOTIVATION    
The use of crowd-working platforms (e.g., Amazon Mechanical

1While    we    cannot    fnd    the    original    use    of    this    term,    we    are    sure    it    has    been    used    in    
prior    work    and    the    original    author(s)    should    be    credited.    Our    use    of    the    term    pulls    
from    the    collaborative    nature    of    digital    piecework    workers    and    academic    requesters    
who    use    their    services    (described    in    [39,    45,    53]);    our    intention    is    to    highlight    the    value    
of    the    work    that    digital    pieceworkers    perform    and    highlight    their    contributions.    

https://doi.org/10.1145/3491101.3516384
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labor and undersupply of available tasks [14, 23]. Previous interven-
tions have sought to reform the digital piecework labor system from 
other angles. One of the most well-known, the TurkOpticon project 
[40], helps crowd collaborators source much-needed information 
about the requesters and tasks they encounter. However, TurkOpti-
con’s founders realized it became a permanent, relied upon feature 
of the ecosystem rather than forcing Amazon’s hand to create per-
manent, platform-implemented safeguards for workers [17]. Similar 
eforts to improve the platform from the worker side include the 
Crowd-Worker plugin [7], Crowd Guilds to unite workers [50], and 
a worker-owned cooperative model alternative [43]. These inno-
vations either benefcially augmented the experience of workers 
or proposed alternatives; however, they require external funding 
and, in some cases, forgoing immediate profts for long-term vested 
interests, which is not an option for workers who need immediate 
payout [35]. Further, there may exist inequalities in the way difer-
ent crowd collaborators are rated, where applicable [19]. Similarly, 
while unions promote higher income and feeling of community 
between workers [49], these digital work platforms sometimes act 
against them, as in the case of Amazon Mechanical Turk banning 
the account(s) of small, collaborative groups [14]. 

The We Are Dynamo project [32], which unites workers to 
achieve collective action, has provided among numerous outcomes 
a best practices guide for academic requestors, however there’s no 
system to enforce academic requestors’ adherence to them. Whiting 
et al. [51] inspired our decision to shift the focus to requesters as 
they trust workers to report the time they took to complete the 
task (or a reasonable approximation) in order to guarantee proper 
payment for work performed. Requesters hold a great deal of power 
over crowd collaborators, as does the platform. However, the latter 
seems impervious to improvement in the short term, as described 
by the operators of TurkOpticon, whose improvements to the AMT 
platform for workers were not adopted by AMT itself [17]. We hope 
to combine the common issues surfaced by these eforts and provide 
a way to operationalize their fndings and concerns by mandating 
compliance at the institutional level, similar to the IRB process for 
human subjects. Our goal is to extend existing knowledge about 
what a fair requestor-worker dynamic looks like into a formal re-
porting system to create a more just and respectful workplace for 
crowd collaborators. 

Second, we highlight the role of requesters from inside the Acad-
emy. As requestors, academics and our industry collaborators – 
as highlighted by Scheuerman et al.’s study of computer vision 
researchers – are failing to meet basic standards (e.g., clear stan-
dards for terms of employment) for fair digital piecework prac-
tices [36] despite the popularity of such platforms [18]. Further, 
as we continue to confront the biases embedded in our research 
designs and products with regards to data, we must acknowledge 
that – in many cases – they are the result of our own oversight 
and overly-generalized practices rather than the fault of our crowd 
collaborators [1, 8, 25, 26] and that once compiled, datasets have 
long lives [9, 21]. Along with prescient data about the terms of 
employment, we ask that requesters engage in a refection of what 
values or experiences are refected in the data work they request. 

This paper presents the cover sheet as a specifc contribution, but 
also seeks to engage in dialogue with the larger ACM academic com-
munity to evolve the notion of cover sheets and other related ideas. 

We    do    not    seek    to    end    the    practice    of    sourcing    digital    piecework    
through    crowd-work    platforms.    We    recognize    both    the    research    and    
employment    opportunities    that    these    platforms    provide,    especially    
with    respect    to    workers    who    may    have    preoccupying    care-giving    
tasks,    difculty    travelling    to    a    workplace,    or    face    discrimination    
in    the    workplace.    Rather,    we    hope    to    institute    a    more    sustainable    
practice    that    engages    crowd    workers    as    collaborators,    acknowledg-
ing    both    the    injustices    that    academic    requesters    have    perpetrated    
on    crowd    workers    and    the    changing    nature    of    labor    in    the    face    of    
automation.    

2    METHODOLOGY    
Our                                                
of    frst-hand    experiences    in    the    refective    style    of    [6]    as    well    as    direct    
observation    by    professional    data    workers,    and    fnally    previous    
fndings    by    academic    and    crowd    worker    community    bodies    (e.g.,    We    
are    Dynamo    [32]).    The    frst    version    of    the    cover    sheet    was    designed    
based    on    the    frst    author’s    observations    from    the    experiences    above    
and    existing    literature,    structured    along    the    comparison    axes    the    
data    workers    highlighted    in    Fig.    1.    The    data    workers    then    provided    
feedback    during    a    1-hour    session    which    resulted    in    the    second    
version    of    the    cover    sheet    shared    in    this    paper.    In    the    explanation    
for    the    diferent    pieces    of    information,    the    data    workers    are    quoted    
directly    or    summarized    in    brief    from    the    research    records    collected    
during    the    engagements    listed    below.    

methodology for constructing the cover sheet is based on a mix

2.1    Setting    
The    second    through    sixth    authors    are    employees    of    DataWorks,    a    
work    training    program    for    developing    the    skills    of    a    mid-skill    data    
worker    incubated    in    the    Georgia    Tech    College    of    Computing.    The    
program    aims    to    broaden    participation    in    the    everyday    work    of    
data    collection,    cleaning,    and    basic    analysis.    DataWorks’    employees    
(the    “data    workers”)    are    people    from    economically    disadvantaged    
neighborhoods    and    underrepresented    groups    in    computing    and    
DataWorks    aims    to    assist    them    in    fnding    solid,    middle-class    jobs    in    
data    work.    In    many    ways,    DataWorks    functions    as    an    alternative    to    
more    classical    digital    piecework    platforms    like    AMT,    CW,    and    MW.    
The    data    workers    engage    with    a    variety    of    client    projects,    a    portion    
of    which    resembles    classic    image    recognition    or    natural    language    
processing    sentiment    analysis    tasks    that    would    be    found    on    the    
aforementioned    platforms,    along    with    more    typical    spreadsheet-
based    projects.    Unlike    those    platforms,    however,    employees    of    Data-
Works    are    full    employees    of    Georgia    Tech    and    therefore    receive    a    
competitive    hourly    wage    ($17.35),    health    care    (USA-specifc),    other    
fringe    benefts,    organization-provided    computers    and    workspace    
and    work    a    40-hour    week    with    regular    hours.    

Further,    the    data    workers    have    extensive    input    on    client    projects    
and    engage    in    dialogue    directly    with    the    client,    including    –    de-
pending    on    the    project    –    initial    training    sessions,    clarifcation    ques-
tions,    and    project    presentation    at    the    conclusion.    DataWorks’    client    
projects    are    longer    term    than    discrete    digital    piecework    tasks;    for    
example,    the    data    workers    identifed    and    summarized    the    events    of    
close    to    900    cartoons    for    a    single    requestor.    The    data    workers    have    
a    skillset    that    is    –    with    regards    to    this    kind    of    digital    piecework    –    
therefore    comparable    to    an    experienced,    professional    worker    on    
the    more    classical    platforms    (e.g.,    AMT,    CW,    MC).    While    the    data    
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workers    are    not    full-time    crowd    collaborators,    their    expertise    and    
experience    play    an    important    role:    they    are    aware    of    alternative    
structures    to    classical    platform    work    –    via    DataWorks    –    and,    given    
the    research    setting    of    the    workshop,    they    can    take    the    time    to    
ideate    and    critique.    While    investigations    that    center    experienced,    
professional    crowd    workers    are    of    immense    importance,    we    be-
lieve    that    adding    the    accounts    of    the    data    workers    is    an    important    
contribution.    

2.2        Construction
Over    the    course    of    seven    days    in    the    summer    of    2021,    the    data    work-
ers,    along    with    the    frst    author,    engaged    in    a    refective    workshop    
to    compare    the    experience    of    working    for    DataWorks    with    that    of    
a    crowd    collaborator    on    three    digital    piecework    platforms:    AMT,    
CW,    and    MW.    Other    platforms    were    initially    investigated    but    the    
workers    were    not    able    to    complete    work    on    the    platforms    due    to    the    
location    requirements    for    Sama    (formerly    Samasource),    full-time    re-
quirements    for    LeadGenius    (formerly    MobileWorks    [27]),    and    lack    
of    available    tasks    for    Appen    (acquired    the    former    Figure    Eight    plat-
form).    The    workshop    took    place    under    the    auspices    of    university    
IRB    approval    and    the    data    workers    were    paid    their    normal    hourly    
wage    while    engaging    in    the    workshop.    The    workshops    enable    us    
as    researchers    to    better    understand    work    practices    and    provide    the    
workers    with    domain-specifc    skills    and    business    practice.    

The    workshop    was    intended    to    identify    what    aspects    of    em-
ployment    for    digital    piecework    DataWorks    was    getting    right    and    
which    aspects    the    organization    could    improve.    The    workshop    was    
open-ended    and    began    during    the    fourth    week    of    a    10-week    sum-
mer    tutorial    course    designed    and    facilitated    by    the    frst    author    
on    the    politics    of    data    and    key    data    cleaning    and    standardization    
skills.    The    point    of    the    workshop    was    to    directly    engage    with    and    
observe    alternative    employment    systems    for    digital    pieceworkers    
and    compare    and    contrast    experiences    on    those    platforms    through    
discussion.    Unlike    other    experiential    work    on    digital    piecework    
platforms    (direct    observation    by    researchers    or    interviews    with,    or    
observations    of,    crowd    collaborators    on    those    platforms),    the    data    
workers    have    the    professional    experience    of    being    digital    piece-
workers    and    given    a    lack    of    time    pressure,    were    able    to    refect    on    
their    experience    and    brainstorm    alternatives.    The    data    workers’    
impressions    were    collected    through    four    kinds    of    engagements:    

• The data workers engaged individually with the platform (to
mimic the isolated nature of digital piecework), including
signing up and working on the three platforms. The data
workers recorded their impressions on shared and individual
note-taking documents. Duration = 7 hours, broken into mul-
tiple sessions. The data workers kept shared and individual
documents of running notes and discussed their experiences
with the frst author in their regular interviews (see item
four of this list).

• The data workers worked communally on a given task, with
one operating a computer from which the task was projected
on a large screen, and all team members engaged together
on the task, more akin to the collaborative setting in which
the data workers usually operate. During this session, the
data workers trialed the TurkOpticon browser add-on and
were introduced to other AMT community resources, such

Figure 1: A comparison chart of the three platforms by 
three of the data workers. As the sticky notes are hand-
written, a typed version is available for download at 
https://annabelrothschild.com/documents/alt-chi-22/Fig1-
text-translation.docx 

as TurkerView forum. At the end of the session, the data 
workers compared their experiences on the three platforms 
(see Fig. 1). Duration = 90 minutes. The session was recorded 
and the frst author took notes. 

• The data workers described their experiences to the sixth au-
thor, who was unfamiliar with the platforms, in a 90-minute
session, intermittently working on tasks together during
that time to demonstrate their refections. Duration = 90
minutes. The sixth author took notes and the data work-
ers expressed their recollection in their regular interviews
(discussed below).

• Finally, throughout the workshop, the data workers met
individually with the frst author to refect on their expe-
riences in semi-structured interviews. Duration = roughly
15 minutes per worker per week, for three weeks. The frst
author audio recorded interviews and took notes during the
sessions.

In all, the data workers accrued more than 10 hours each of expe-
rience on the three platforms, with the majority on AMT, through 
two 90-minute tutorial sessions and 7 hours of independent work 
spread over multiple days. Some workers did not attend all work-
shop sessions due to other conficts, but all workers completed at 
least 10 hours of experience on the platforms combined. Where 
possible, the data workers never “cashed out” payment. Because 
they were forced to “cash out” to register for some platforms they 
earned $8.98, which went towards snacks for the DataWorks of-
fce. The data workers were not required to provide their personal 
information in order to use the digital pieceworker platforms. 

2.3    Researcher    positionality    
Authors    2-6    on    this    paper    are    the    data    workers    whose    insights    and    
backgrounds    signifcantly    contributed    to    the    design    and    develop-
ment    of    the    coversheet    described    in    this    paper.    Additionally,    the    

https://annabelrothschild.com/documents/alt-chi-22/Fig1-text-translation.docx
https://annabelrothschild.com/documents/alt-chi-22/Fig1-text-translation.docx
https://annabelrothschild.com/documents/alt-chi-22/Fig1
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ditions    of    collaborator    employment    and    build    an    ecosystem    that    
is    more    respectful    of    crowd    collaborators.    Features    of    the    AMT    
platform    are    often    used    as    examples    because    the    platform    is    one    
of    the    more    robust    and    popular    with    the    computing    community;    
however,    there    are    identical    features    and    mechanisms    on    other    
platforms.    Some    of    this    information    (e.g.,    payment)    has    often    been    
reported    but    not    uniformly    [37].    We    do    not    think    flling    out    the    
cover    sheet    should    take    more    than    an    extra    hour    for    the    research    
team;    however,    the    tasks    required    (e.g.,    follow    up    with    accepted    or    
rejected    crowd    collaborators)    may    require    extra    time    during    the    
experimental    phase    of    the    research.    We    argue    below    that    each    of    
these    additional    tasks    has    a    meaningful    efect    for    crowd    collabora-
tors    and    should    be    required    as    such.    As    we    describe    in    4    (Future    
directions),    we    will    be    confrming    this    (and    iterating    on,    as    neces-
sary)    in    a    feld    experiment.    An    additional    practice    that    academic    
requesters    should    consider    is    monitoring    their    reputation    (via    their    
profle)    on    forums   like 3     TurkerView     to    proactively    catch    problems   
crowd    collaborators    encounter,    a    practice    employed    by    the    Cred    
Lab.    
We    build    of    the    recommendations    of    the    Dynamo    guidelines    [54]    
and    use    the    ±  symbol    to    indicate    reiteration    and    expansion    of    

                                

 

          
         

           
        

            
         

        
           

        
         

               
     

 

         
        

         
            

        
         

        
          

          
         

  
           

       
           

         
         

       
         

    
         

        
       

          
       

           
        

          
         

         
          

        
          

          
       

       
       

          
         

        
   

           
         
    

        
       
            

       
           

          
           
         

            
        

         
        

           

 

          
         

           
        

            
         

        
           

        
         

               
     

 

         
        

         
            

        
         

        
          

          
         

  
           

       
           

         
         

       
         

    
         

        
       

          
       

           
        

          
         

         
          

        
          

          
       

       
       

          
         

        
   

           
         
    

        
       
            

       
           

          
           
         

            
        

         
        

           

 

          
         

           
        

            
         

        
           

        
         

               
     

 

         
        

         
            

        
         

        
          

          
         

  
           

       
           

         
         

       
         

    
         

        
       

          
       

           
        

          
         

         
          

        
          

          
       

       
       

          
         

        
   

           
         
    

        
       
            

       
           

          
           
         

            
        

         
        

           

frst    author,    who    interacted    most    with    the    data    workers    to    design    
and    development    the    coversheet,    has    extensive    experience    (span-
ning    four    years)    as    both    a    worker    and    requestor    on    AMT.    These    
experiences    include    early    experiences    working    at    Wellesley    College,    
frst    with    Dr.    Eni    Mustafaraj    then    with    Dr.    Ada    Lerner,    working    on    
AMT    in    order    to    understand    how    human    intelligence    tasks    (HITs)    
should    be    developed    and    later    as    requestor    for    both    quantitative    
and    qualitative    tasks.    Practices    developed    in    the    Cred    –    motivated    
by    [9]    –    and    Security    &    Privacy    labs    (respectively)    with    both    PIs    and    
other    student    researchers    inform    the    provided    practical    examples    
of    how    requesters    can,    among    other    things,    calibrate    payment    and    
employ    respectful    demographic    questionnaires.    These    experiences    
likewise    signifcantly    infuenced    the    design    and    development    of    
the    coversheet    described    in    this    paper,    for    example,    to    inform    por-
tions    of    the    guidelines    that    refer    specifcally    to    the    ways    in    which    
requesters    can    structure    and    refect    on    their    digital    piecework    tasks.    

3                COVER SHEET ITEMS
The cover sheet2 is meant to surface information about the con-

recommendations developed by the We Are Dynamo movement.
1.   Basic    information.    This    information    should    be    described   

to    help    the    academic    community    receiving    the    contributions   
of the crowd collaborators assess the context of the task.
a. The platform used (e.g., AMT). For reproducibility – de-

scribed further in [31] – and to assess per platform specifc
features, some of which are discussed in [4].

b. The requestor name used to post the task ±. Providing clear,
factual information in the requestor name (e.g., Prof. X,
University Y Lab Z) can help crowd collaborators under-
stand who they are working for and track the progress of
individual tasks in the post-submission phase. The former
allows crowd collaborators to help describe the nature of

2An example of the cover sheet as a fllable PDF, along with a completed example
cover sheet, are available at: https://annabelrothschild.com/projects/alt.chi-22/pro-
social_crowd_collaborator_recruitment_guidelines
3https://turkerview.com/

their work and recognizes them as collaborators, while the 
latter helps collaborators track their salary and address 
concerns. As a data worker stated with regards to plat-
form work, “Can you even use this...can you put it on your
resume, is it respected work?" Acknowledging the skilled
labor required to complete HITs for ML training data, re-
questers should allow their collaborators to signal their 
expertise. In addition, if an academic requestor has a faulty 
task and fails to state (or misstates) follow up information, 
the researcher can be found via their public institutional 
profle online. 

c. The full HIT name and short description with task category
±. More information readily available to crowd collabora-
tors allows them to cut down on the signifcant labor of
sifting through available work [7, 35, 51]. The data work-
ers also highlighted the importance of knowing the task
category (e.g., image “tagging” for recognition) in conven-
tional crowd collaborator language (e.g., “chat with a bot”
for NLP conversational work).

d. Contact information given to the crowd collaborators and
designated team member(s) who monitored inbox ±. The
contact information (e.g., email) provided to crowd col-
laborators should be made available to ensure that it is
accessible. Designated research team member(s) should be
“on call” to monitor the contact inbox to ensure that crowd
collaborators can receive follow up within a reasonable
time frame; the data workers’ consensus was 24 hours was
appropriate and this number should be confrmed in future
work. For example, in Drs. Mustafaraj and Lerner’s labs,
HITs were posted with a contact email address that would
automatically forward to the PI and research assistants
on the project, or a lab address that research assistants
running studies could access and the PI could review; the
individual student(s) running the experiment are then re-
sponsible for monitoring that email address. Particularly
when apprenticing researchers are involved (i.e., students)
who may be new to running experiments on crowd labor
platforms, a more experienced member of the team can
ensure that the apprentices are engaging properly with
crowd collaborator inquiries.

e. IRB consent form, if applicable ±. For archival purposes; can
be attached to the cover sheet as supplemental material
to ensure coherence with.

f. Warnings provided about potentially sensitive activities or
topics. Crowd collaborators should be given enough infor-
mation about sensitive topics in a task so they can make an
informed decision about accepting the HIT without hav-
ing to scroll through multiple warning screens – or worse –
be forced to abandon the HIT partway. This respects their
time and does not afect their return rate, which can be
used as a collaborator qualifcation on AMT, for example.

g. Time(s) of day and day(s) of week HIT posted, including the
number of HITs posted in (each/the) batch. This informa-
tion should be provided to gauge potential population bias
or impacts on crowd collaborator lives. For example, re-
questers should respect local time zones – and, if hoping to

https://annabelrothschild.com/projects/alt.chi-22/pro-social_crowd_collaborator_recruitment_guidelines
https://annabelrothschild.com/projects/alt.chi-22/pro-social_crowd_collaborator_recruitment_guidelines
https://turkerview.com/
https://3https://turkerview.com
https://annabelrothschild.com/projects/alt.chi-22/pro
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achieve a global reach, should post their tasks at times that 
are conducive to collaborators in those locations [14, 20]. 

2. Crowd collaborator treatment. This section addresses 
concerns that directly relate to the treatment of employed 
crowd collaborators, including – but not limited to – fair 
compensation, ensuring a right to privacy and security, and 
structuring a HIT as accessible as possible. 
a. Terms of employment. 

i. Number of collaborators desired and proposed payment 
per crowd collaborators, along with any later bonuses 
paid out. The number of collaborators refers to the num-
ber of distinct individuals who complete the tasks to 
determine the diversity of the collaborator population 
who performed a certain HIT, which may have impli-
cations for the use of a given dataset, given the sub-
jectivity of the work. Further, requesters should state 
how much they intended to pay collaborators per HIT 
and how they arrived at that number as described in 
[30]. Suggested methods include interacting with the 
locality-respecting calculator built by Sinders [42] and 
the one-line of code used to guarantee a $15/hr wage4 

built by Whiting et al. [51]. Additional bonuses should 
be described; e.g. via Whiting et al.’s mechanism or 
as part of total compensation used to follow up with 
individual crowd collaborators (AMT, for example, re-
quires a minimum 1 cent USD for the “bonus” payment 
mechanism which can be used to communicate with 
collaborators after they have finished a HIT). The Dy-
namo guidelines for academic requesters state that $0.10 
USD per minute is considered an effective pay floor and 
that “tasks paying less than $0.10 a minute are likely to 
tap into a highly vulnerable work pool and constitutes 
coercion.” [54] While many requesters operating out of 
the United States may consider applying their state or 
district minimum wage, consider there are a wide range 
of minimum wages in the US (from $7.25 to $15 at the 
time of writing). Without asking the collaborator about 
their location (with IP address being a poor proxy as 
Whiting et al. describe [51]) it is difficult to ascertain 
proper minimum wage; for this reason, Whiting et al 
2019 default to $15 per hour. Further, d’Eon et al. de-
scribe the mutual benefice of fair wages and how they 
might be calibrated [11]. 

ii. Number of crowd collaborators accepted and percent ac-
cepted rate; number of crowd collaborators rejected and 
percent rejection rate. A high rejection rate (context spe-
cific, but generally more than 10%) can indicate a faculty 
HIT; for example, a mechanical issue or a lack of clear in-
structions. Further, rejection without clear rationale can 
indicate that collaborators were unfairly rejected so the 
requestor could get more labor for less compensation. 
A high rejection rate should be explained and follow up 
action should be described, such as a soft-reject (com-
pensate collaborators who did the task correctly to their 

4As of 11/22/2021, $15 USD in the following highly populous countries = Chinese 
Yuan: 95.79; Indian Rupee: 1116.05; Indonesian Rupiah: 213745.50; Pakistan Rupee: 
2628.63; Brazilian real: 83.78; Nigerian Naira: 6172.72 

understanding but incorrectly for the purposes of the 
researcher; in this case, the researcher “accepts” the HIT 
and pays for the work, given that it was their mistake). 
For clear-cut tasks, rejection rates are expected to be 
low. The data workers described engaging in a task that 
required copying and pasting the results of a Google 
search query ranking about which there was no ambi-
guity; they were rejected either without rationale or a 
confusing “nice work!” message which indicated either 
malintent by the requestor or accidental action (the re-
questor never responded to follow up messages from 
the data workers). 

iii. Criteria for rejection (list) ±. Pursuant to immediately 
preceding item, requesters should summarize criteria 
for rejection after reviewing multiple rejection-worthy 
entries and follow up with individual crowd collabora-
tors to communicate cause for rejection. This assures 
the collaborator that the rejection was legitimate (e.g., a 
spam entry or failing reasonable “attention checks”) if 
there was a mistake on the part of the requestor (seem-
ing accidental rejection) provides the collaborator with 
a clear way to request clarifcation. Where possible, re-
jection rationale should be communicated as “fruitful 
feedback” [28]. 

iv. Follow-up method to communicate rejection/acceptance 
for each crowd collaborator. Pursuant to the preceding 
two items, crowd collaborators often site lack of reason-
able follow-up and communication from requesters are 
a major problem [5, 49]. All follow up should include 
the HIT name and requestor name in communication. 
Before posting the task, researchers should assess the 
follow-up mechanisms of the platform and if they must 
collect additional information to engage in follow-up 
add that to their task with clear rationale for doing so 
and allow given collaborators the opportunity to opt-out 
(in case they do not want to provide a mechanism for 
follow-up out of privacy concerns). Any future contact 
information collected must be allowable by the platform 
Terms of Service. 

v. If disallowing multiple submissions by a given crowd 
collaborators, state mechanism used to do so ±. A plat-
form’s “blocking” feature should not be used as it lim-
its the future work available to a crowd collabora-
tor by disbarring them from future, unrelated tasks 
from the same requestor. Instead, on AMT for ex-
ample, requesters should make use of the “qualifca-
tion” mechanism to disbar multiple entries for a single 
HIT. If a qualifcation mechanism is used, make the 
purpose of qualifcation the qualifcation name (e.g., 
“July2021StudyNoMultipleSubmission”) to help crowd 
collaborators track HITs completed and reduce ambigu-
ity around random qualifcations [15]. 

vi. List any required collaborator qualifcations and ratio-
nale for them. Extensive use of qualifcations limits both 
the pool of available crowd collaborators and the work 
available to crowd collaborators. Previous research has 
shown that not all distinctions are necessarily reliable 

https://213745.50
https://213745.50
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metrics [23]. Given the over-subscription of workers 
compared to the number of HITs available [16], re-
questers should be conscientious to extend work to all le-
gitimately qualifed collaborators, pursuant to task type 
characteristics. Given the prevalence of unfair rejec-
tions, requesters should be sensitive to using approved 
HITs as a qualifcation metric; collaborators who are 
unfairly rejected must then work a high number of HITs 
correctly to fx their acceptance ratio, which can force 
them into low-paying and exploitative work. 

vii. State any pre-test tasks. Sometimes HITs require partic-
ular qualifcations that must be described by the indi-
vidual collaborator. If requesters are seeking specifc
demographic characteristics, for example, they should
consider using a platform that caters more directly to
that need – for example, Prolifc appears to be one such,
but individual requesters should confrm this. If collab-
orators will potentially be disbarred from a task given
their pre-test results, they should still be compensated
for their time as they produced labor and information (if
incorrect) for the requestor. Malicious requesters may
require extensive pre-test information that allows them
to get the majority of their HIT done despite reject-
ing most (or all) crowd collaborators. Rejected crowd
collaborators are then not compensated despite efec-
tively completing the HIT; this reporting provides one
mechanism to eradicate that behavior.

viii. State average payout speed for HIT(s). Simply because
their labor occurs in a distributed fashion does not mean
crowd collaborators are less deserving of a regular, pre-
dictable paycheck. Academic requesters should make
extensive efort to review submissions within 24 hours
and release payment at that time. Given the varying
speeds it takes the platforms to transfer that compensa-
tion to the collaborator, this helps collaborators estimate
their future earnings with better accuracy.

b. Privacy and security. 
i. State technical format of task; e.g., were collaborators re-
quired to open a new browser window (distinct from the
HIT page on the platform’s website) or download any addi-
tional software? State all format(s) and rationale for each.
Previous work [33, 34] has demonstrated that working
on crowd work platforms introduces an individual to a
number of cybersecurity and privacy concerns. Where
possible, the activity for a HIT should be contained in
the official HIT page on the crowd work platform. If
additional screens or software are necessary, crowd col-
laborators should be informed why those steps are nec-
essary and how they will appear to reduce surprise and
give crowd collaborators a chance to consider whether
or not they feel comfortable engaging in the HIT. There
are also considerations raised by [12] about the limita-
tions of HCI work on piecework platforms which should
be considered. One of the data workers described their
initial impressions of HITs on one platform: “some of
them are kind of weird” in reference to a posting that
asked the worker to upload selfies and another that

asked for a copy of the worker’s government ID. "Think 
it’s kinda sketch but I’ll do it," another worker said of 
tasks that required them to open new browser windows 
to a provided link. 

ii. If collecting user demographics, was a “prefer not to an-
swer” option for all questions available and were collab-
orators clearly informed that they would not be penal-
ized for selecting that option? Further: were collected
demographics protected by a privacy protocol and was
this protocol made available should collaborators want
to see it? One beneft of micro task platform sites is
that they often allow a crowd collaborator to remain
anonymous to the requestor. This may allow some indi-
viduals to gain an income where they might otherwise
be unable to engage in work for fear of discrimination,
persecution, or ridicule. While collecting demographic
information may be important (2.4.1), care should be
taken to allow individuals to protect some (or all) of
their demographic information. Further, as many tools
to help automate collection of HIT responses automat-
ically record possibly identifying information (e.g., lo-
cation and/or IP address), special care should be taken
to protect potentially identifying demographic infor-
mation, even when the HIT activity does not require
sensitive information. Individual collaborators may not
want to identify as being such for any variety of reasons
and careful care should be taken to prevent them from
being deanonymized, even if the likelihood is extremely
low. For example, [47] illustrates the need for privacy
for low-income women in the Global South.

c. HIT structure and format. 
i. (A) Average satisfactory completion time in trial runs; (B)
trial population and size of population task piloted with;
and (C) approximate relationship of population to crowd
collaborators. HITs should be tested for both functional-
ity and estimated time to complete. Requesters may try
to determine this information but are often incorrect
[51]. In part, the validity of the approximation of the
pilot population to the crowd collaborator population
may be difficult to ascertain. Chapter 3 of [3] provides
a starting point for comparing key demographic factors
of crowd collaborators compared to the pilot popula-
tion and can inform assumptions about approximation
validity. In Drs. Mustafaraj and Lerner’s labs, student
researchers working on different projects pilot each
other’s studies; however, given the topicality of each
lab and that student researchers generally have high
literacy as college students who have been trained in
such, additional time is added to compensate for crowd
collaborators who may not have had the same oppor-
tunities or have the same general familiarity with the
topic or task type.

ii. (A) Range and median of completion times for accepted
crowd collaborators; (B) range and median of comple-
tion times for rejected submissions by crowd collabora-
tors. Requesters should pay attention to the amount of
time required to complete their HIT. Deploying HITs
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in small batches provides one way to ensure that com-
pletion times and compensation for such are fair – if 
this ratio is not reasonable, future batches can increase 
compensation for the task and past collaborators should 
be compensated additionally via bonuses as appropriate. 
Requesters should also be aware of the polychronicity 
– or multitasking habits – of crowd collaborators on 
some platforms [22] and put the HIT upper limit at a 
generous time allotment. 

iii. Confrm use of persistent progress bar or other indicator 
of progress. The use of a progress indicator allows crowd 
collaborators to determine time spent on the task so 
far (relative to compensation) and helps them make an 
informed choice about whether or not to continue with 
the task. This should not be an issue in HITs that have 
calibrated payments to time spent with accuracy. 

d. Data collected. 
i. Describe any steps taken to root out automated responses 
or malicious entries. CAPTCHAs and “attention check 
questions” (often simple calculations, e.g., “what is two 
plus three?”, or hidden directions, e.g., “regardless, check 
the fourth option below” after a long block of question 
text) help requesters root out automated or insincere 
entries [24]. However, requesters should ensure that 
their methods are accessible to collaborators who have 
hearing or visual impairments and may be using alter-
nate technologies. Estimated time to complete these 
authenticity/sincerity checks should be compensated 
and payment should consider the time it may take a col-
laborator using assistive technology to complete. The 
Dynamo guidelines also suggest double checking func-
tionality of all attention check devices [54]. 

ii. Whether or not crowd collaborator demographics were 
collected; rationale for choice; and basis for demographic 
categories (if used). There are a variety of reasons for 
which requesters may or may not choose to collect par-
ticular pieces of collaborator demographics. In some 
cases, particular demographic experiences may be cor-
related with cognitive biases that affect how the ensu-
ing dataset should be understood [10]. In other cases, 
collecting demographic information may require extra 
labor from crowd collaborators, which can be frustrat-
ing when the cause for collection is not clear [52]. One 
of the data workers described situations in which they 
felt their demographic background (as it shaped their 
experience) was relevant, citing image recognition in 
a case where they felt it mattered depending on the 
kind of image being labeled. In contrast, if they were 
providing textual translation of a photographed word, 
they felt it was less important. In cases where demo-
graphics were requested, one data worker suggested 
that the requesters should share their own demographic 
background, to help contextualize the work and help the 
collaborator gauge the motivation of the request, which 
all the other data workers present agreed was impor-
tant. If demographics are collected, the language used to 
request that information should be carefully considered 

and respectful of the diversity and variety of human ex-
perience and background. For example, Scheuerman et 
al. demonstrate the reductive language used in comput-
ing around gender that does not refect the diversity of 
gender in the human population at large [38]. Free-text 
options and multiple-selection checkboxes may facili-
tate this, along with an opt-out choice for all questions, 
as described above (2.2.2). 

4    FUTURE    DIRECTIONS    
We view the proposed cover sheet as a “living” document: we hope 
to accrue feedback for the contents of the cover sheet through 
the SIGCHI community, to present a version for practical use that 
covers as many concerns about just labor practices as possible. We 
will post these preliminary guidelines on GitHub and Google Docs 
(& Forms) to accrue feedback5. We particularly seek just practices 
for crowd collaborators operating outside of the United States or 
who are undocumented in the US, given that our experience is both 
US and documented-resident centric. For example, currency and 
payout format may be concerns we should investigate more deeply 
when the default on some platforms (e.g., AMT) is documented US 
residents operating in the US. We also hope for suggestions about 
accessible formatting of HITs, such as those introduced by [46] and 
accessible platforms such as BSpeak [48]. Finally, we seek to engage 
with professional digital pieceworkers to compile their feedback 
and will investigate respectful, collaborative ways to engage with 
that community. 

Following a feedback cycle, we plan to conduct in situ experi-
ments with academic researchers utilizing crowd work platforms 
for ML data work to see how the cover sheet afects their work, 
both in how they deploy their tasks and how they later use the 
data collected. We will then explore how to institutionalize the 
practice of mandatory reporting crowd collaborator employment 
terms in venues where such work is presented – for example, ML 
community conferences and gatherings. 

We believe that the push towards automation and the ML train-
ing dataset development that requires an immediacy of action to 
ensuring proper behavior by academic requestors. While many 
academic requesters using crowd platform labor for this purpose 
may be interacting with crowd collaborators with sincerity and 
best intentions, it is still necessary to push for institutional norms 
that guarantee just treatment of crowd collaborators. There are also 
other institutions – for example, individual Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) programs in the United States – and funding bodies, 
as well as professional associations (such as the Association for 
Computing Machinery), who should be considered as sites of en-
forcement. Along with supporting high-level pushes, like that of 
the European Trade Union Confederation [44], we hope to provide 
immediate improvement in the conditions of workers on crowd 
labor platforms, particularly those used by academic researchers 
for ML data work. 

5Links collected here: https://annabelrothschild.com//projects/alt.chi-22/pro-social_ 
crowd_collaborator_recruitment_guidelines 

https://annabelrothschild.com//projects/alt.chi-22/pro-social_crowd_collaborator_recruitment_guidelines
https://annabelrothschild.com//projects/alt.chi-22/pro-social_crowd_collaborator_recruitment_guidelines
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5 CONCLUSION 
In this work we propose a cover sheet to accompany the submis-
sion of projects to academic venues that require the labor of crowd 
collaborators. Our goal is to surface the conditions in which crowd 
collaborators are operating and ensure that academic requesters – 
specifcally those seeking ML training data – treat crowd collab-
orators fairly and respectfully. Through alt.chi we seek feedback 
on the frst iteration of the cover sheet and hope to discuss aspects 
of crowd collaboration terms which we may be overlooking, such 
as concerns of crowd collaborators located outside of the United 
States, along with those that utilize assistive technologies to work 
on crowd labor platforms. 
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